Sleek, slim sightlines offer
superb contemporary aesthetics

Introducing the UK’s first fully integrated
window and door system from Eurocell
IT’S A GAME CHANGER

A revolution

		 in design, engineering
and performance

Welcome to modus® – a brand new system from Eurocell that leads the market
in terms of looks, performance and value for money. Now you can create a whole
range of different fenestration types and aesthetic styles from a single system.

modus® features the clean and contemporary looks that today’s customers demand, together
with slimmer sight lines and leading thermal performance. Now, for the first time, there’s a genuine
alternative to aluminium and timber products, and one offering considerably better value.

UNRIVALLED AESTHETICS
Whether it’s a sleek ultra contemporary look or elegant traditional architectural styling, modus®
delivers. What’s more, you can create standard, slim rebate and flush sash casement windows,
reversible windows, tilt & turn windows, entrance doors and French doors – all from this single
system. modus® is also easier and faster to fabricate than other leading systems on the market.
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8 systems in 1
for ultimate flexibility

modus® has been designed to help you win
new customers, save time and reduce costs
awaiting
photography

Tilt and turn window
Anthracite Grey

Standard sash casement window
Moondust Grey

Residential door
Slate Grey

STANDARD SASH
CASEMENT WINDOWS

TILT & TURN WINDOWS

Featuring slimmer sight lines than other

weather and thermal performance, as well as

systems. 28mm (double) and 44mm

enhanced aesthetics. There’s a dummy mullion/

(triple) glazing options are available.

transom plant-on, and no need for steel

SLIM REBATE SASH
CASEMENT WINDOWS

reinforcement*.

A new stepped sash design provides improved

ENTRANCE DOORS

Offering clean sight lines with an internal

Providing slimmer sight lines and equal

flush sash and external slim rebate.

8mm of cover inside and out.

It also brings better thermal performance

Flush sash casement window

French door

Irish Oak

Slate Grey

Composite door frame
Moondust Grey

than equivalent price aluminium systems.

FRENCH DOORS

FLUSH SASH CASEMENT
WINDOWS

A dedicated French door mullion improves

An internally and externally flush sash offers

COMPOSITE DOORS

aesthetics and thermal performance.

enhanced aesthetics. This is the first dual

Outer frame, transom and mullion, compatible

material extrusion technology (DMET) flush

with 56mm or rebated 70mm panels for improved

sash and delivers better thermal performance

thermal performance over existing 44mm doorsets.

than equivalent price timber windows.

REVERSIBLE WINDOWS

*Dependant on size and location

Featuring a completely flush sash. As the first
DMET reversible system in the UK, this innovative

Reversible window
Anthracite Grey

Slim rebate sash casement window
Slate Grey

product delivers enhanced aesthetics – and
it’s the most thermally efficient in the UK.
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Maximum performance
delivered cost-effectively
OUTSTANDING ENERGY
EFFICIENCY
Following a £3million investment in research and
development, Eurocell created modus® to deliver
industry-leading energy efficiency. With a tripleseal option providing superb thermal performance
and air tightness, U-values as low as 0.7 can be
achieved - exceeding Passivhaus standards.
By specifying modus®, double-glazing costs
can be reduced by up to 27%*. This unique
system delivers more cost-effective triple glazed
specifications too. modus® – supporting the
drive for an affordable zero-carbon future.

SUSTAINABILITY BUILT-IN
When we designed modus®, sustainability was at
the forefront of our thinking. So we made sure that the
system utilises 50% post-consumer recycled PVC-U**
as standard, and has a 100% recycled PVC-U option
available on demand. Innovative dual material extrusion
technology (DMET) ensures fast, effiicient use of
post-consumer PVC-U in the production process.

Manufactured and recycled at our state-ofthe-art plants in Derbyshire, modus® creates
a lower carbon footprint than many profiles
made or recycled outside of the UK.

* Based on average cost/m2 between three leading glazing unit suppliers against a double-glazed specification achieving a 1.2 U-value
** Average. Post-consumer and virgin PVC-U % content varies between profiles
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modus® standard sash window in White offers a quality, modern appearance
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A revelation

In quality, choice and value

Standard
sash
AESTHETICS TO RIVAL
ANY PVC-U SYSTEM
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One system.
Three design aesthetics.
Thousands of configuration options.

Slim
rebate
sash

Fully
flush
sash

AESTHETICS TO RIVAL
ALUMINIUM SYSTEMS

AESTHETICS TO RIVAL
TIMBER SYSTEMS
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More colours

more choices
Tastes evolve, which is why we’ve extended the modus® standard colour
range to meet the changing needs of discerning customers. By standard,
we mean in stock, ready to go. A further range of 40+ other colour options is
available for delivery in just three weeks (in addition to the Architectural Range).

BLACK
ASH

ANTHRACITE
GREY

SLATE
GREY

MOONDUST
GREY

WHITE INTERIOR

WHITE INTERIOR

WHITE INTERIOR

WHITE INTERIOR

ROSEWOOD

GOLDEN OAK

IRISH OAK

EUROCELL CREAM

WHITE INTERIOR

WHITE INTERIOR

WHITE INTERIOR

THROUGH COLOUR

+ ARCHITECTURAL RANGE

QUARTZ
PLATINUM

ASPHALT
(METALLIC)

(METALLIC)

SAPPHIRE
SILVER

WHITE
THROUGH COLOUR

(SPECIAL ORDER)

ANTEAK

(WOODGRAIN)

(METALLIC)

modus® standard sash casement windows offer clean lines
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Improving
efficiency
cutting costs
The innovative design of modus® means lower glass specifications can

modus® flush sash casement window in Irish Oak offers a quality, natural woodgrain appearance

be used, reducing glazing costs – the most costly element of a window.
90% of modus® windows need no reinforcings, saving on fabrication
labour time. And stockholding will be cut too, as multiple systems are

up to

E

fixings combine to maximise the security of frames. To

G

reduction on stockholding***

modus® features a range of enhanced security features.
profiles, while new door reinforcings and improved hardware

saving on labour costs**

up to

SECURITY & QUALITY
GUARANTEED
The six-chambered design creates inherently stronger

R A N TE
UA

saving on glazing costs*

RANTE
A
U

E

27% 8%
42%

up to

G

no longer required to offer an equivalent range of products.

ensure that you and your customers enjoy total peace
of mind, there’s a full 12-year guarantee*. That’s more
than any other leading system currently available.

* Applies to White profile only

* Based on average cost/m2 between three leading glazing unit suppliers against a double-glazed specification achieving a 1.2 U-value
** Based on a 1200mm x 1200mm side hung next to fixed window compared to fabricating a Eurocell Eurologik equivalent window
*** Fabricators only require 27 stillages instead of 43, based on comparisons against existing Eurocell systems for white profile only
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modus® slim rebate sash casement window features completely flush sash internally

First across the board
With its stunning contemporary design, exceptional technical performance, leading energy efficiency and unique multifunctional design, modus® has taken first place in the UK window and door industry. But the firsts don’t stop there...
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First fully integrated PVC-U system in the UK
First 75mm DMET window system in the UK
First DMET PVC-U reversible system in the UK
First DMET bead in the UK
First leading system to offer a 12-year guarantee in the UK
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Want to know more? Call our
Customer Care Team now
on 0333 321 2359, or email
modus@eurocell.co.uk
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